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Foreword

The information presented in this manual represents the pinnacle and logical 
summation of neural organization work.  It outlines a methodology to optimize 
our vitality and maintain youthfulness by restoring and maintaining the best 
health at any age.  The prerequisites are an optimally functioning immune system 
built on a foundation of an intact nervous system.  Here in lies the challenge for 
the health care practitioner to direct a renewed immune system and resolve 
chronic and hidden illnesses.

Advanced protocols described in this manual represent an eclectic knowledge 
base from years of study and the challenges brought forth in clinical practice.  It is 
based on the prior work outlined in Manuals One and Two.  Unlike the prior 
manuals, this work is 100% energetically based and requires an expertise level in 
energetic medicine practice.

The development of this manual would not have been possible without the shared 
knowledge and trainings of David Slater.  His understanding of chronic illness, 
vibrational healing, and the hidden challenges our immune system faces created a 
logical format in which to use this work effectively and efficiently.  He can be 
reached through his organization called Healers “Who Share” based in 
Westminster Colorado, US.  (303) 428-4584.  www.healerswhoshare.com.

Much of the foundational energetic techniques utilized in this manual came from 
the shared knowledge and trainings of Dr. Vaughn Harada in Southern California.  
His expertise in biological dentistry, radionics, and fourth-dimensional healing 
has led to a workable format outlined in this manual.

As with all new developments, there will be a learning curve to develop a 
practical level of expertise.  There is no substitute for the meticulous process of 
pattern recognition and correlation with the commonality of reflex patterns seen 
in chronic illnesses.  This is an ongoing process and I anticipate there will be 
many contributions from practitioners’ worldwide and continuing updates.  Please 
stay in touch via email and a future website where new information will be 
published.

To obtain this or prior manuals, please contact me at the information below.  If 
you are interested in attending a workshop or would like to sponsor a workshop in 
your local area, please contact me.

Dr. Mitchell Corwin
2914 Domingo Ave   Berkeley CA US 94705

Telephone 510 845-3246  Fax (011) 01 510 845 3246
Email: energymedicine@sbcglobal.net



IMMUNO-THERAPY

Introduction: This work requires an expertise in energetic medicine and a competency 
level that comes with practice and devotion.  Although the protocols outlined follow the basic 
concepts of anatomy and physiology, a comprehensive understanding of immune system 
function and common pathologies are required.  Unlike the protocols of prior manuals, this work 
is 100% energetic in its application.  Not withstanding, to that which the practitioner can operate 
effectively in this domain, will define the outcome.  Patience, concentration, and inquisitiveness 
are essential qualities as with the understanding that one’s level of muscle testing competency 
and diagnostic skills will be directly proportional to ones knowledge base.  

Theory: Longevity and or restoration of health require a competent immune system built 
on a foundation of an intact nervous system.  An intact nervous system is established by 
addressing the basic survival systems of the basic workshop manual.  
Infectious microorganisms, environmental and food toxicities, iatrogenic factors, and inherited 
weakness are the main players that weaken our core immune system.  Rebuilding the core 
immune system, (Spleen, Thymus, B & T Lymphocytes, and the CNS), is primary and teaching 
it how to effectively address and overcome chronic infection states is critical to regaining health.

Our immune system is constantly at work in maintaining the internal environment and cleaning 
up the mess our digestive leaves behind.  Cumulative insults wear down our system down to a 
level of in competency that invites opportunistic organisms.  Essentially, the present state of 
health care offers these common alternatives:

1) Reduce the threat of microorganisms and eat healthy nutrient rich foods.
2) Allopathic approach utilizing a system of statistical correlation of the commonalities of 

pathological findings in illnesses.
3) Detoxify the body, liver and colon.  Original concepts by Earl Irons.
4) Feed the weakened organ(s) via nutritional supplements first promoted by Royal Lee.
5) Develop a spirituality that places one in harmony with your surroundings and self.
6) Energetically recharge the body organs by restoring balance and harmony.

The sixth alternative listed above is where our emphasis lies.  It will be a well-directed effort to 
rebuild the core immune system from the inside and restore it to a level for which it was 
originally designed.

Discussion: It is a fundamental concept and belief in neural organization work 
(N.O.W.) that everything that happens to us on a physical level must be processed through one or 
more of our primal survival systems.  When a significant physical, chemical, or emotional 
trauma presents, then our nervous system will adapt in a fashion to optimize survivability.  This 
process will often require a compensatory state as an adaptive mechanism for survival.  
Compensatory states, although imperative to our survival, reduce our overall efficiency.  The key 
to neural organization work is to help the nervous system remove unnecessary compensations, 
thus restoring optimal function.  It is this thought process of defusing the compensatory 
mechanisms from past illnesses and injuries that will be implemented in the following protocols. 
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Core Immune System Enhancement
               Update 4-2009

Rebuilding the Core Immune System: Our present working model of the “core” immune 
system function is comprised of three primary components with two sub-categories within the Thymus 
and Central Nervous System (CNS).

1) Spleen:  Representing the home of the immune system, blood, tissue repair, and regeneration.
2) Thymus: Representing the white blood cells, the immune reactions of both humeral and cell-

mediated responses:
a) B & T Lymphocytes.

3) CNS: A separate and closed system incorporating #2 above and subcomponents of:
a) B & T Lymphocytes.

Important: It is understood that three primary survival systems be 100% clear, as their 
function will be utilized in eye memory protocols outlined below. 

Additionally, at the beginning of every session, it is imperative that following four 
protocols be clear:
(1) Right (emotional) Jaw,  (2) Left (physiological) Jaw followed by,  (3) Universal Jaw,  
(4) Parietal Descent.  They must be cleared if present and corrected in this order. 

The reactive Left Jaw indicates organ(s) that are in an active compensatory state and the Universal Jaw 
(eyes open) represents organ(s) in distress.  Often you will find Parietal Descent / Gallbladder reflex 
showing up in the clear and can be addressed as outlined in Manual One page 6 by first activating / 
lifting parietals then correct left homolateral gait both anterior and posterior, K-27, spread maxillary 
suture, and lift parietals.  A reactive Right Jaw if present represents an active emotional compensatory 
state, which will need to cleared and possibly followed up with DHS protocols outline in Manual II 
Section VII.

1)  SPLEEN

Evaluation: Therapy Localize (TL) Spleen (over the organ) while energetically evaluating: 
“Immune System Function of the Spleen?”  There usually will be an immediate weak response with 
any intact indicator muscle or, initiated by atlas TL  (tongue thrust) and or occasionally TL of C-3 on 
the right.

Note: Resetting the atlas represents the main circuit breaker “enabling factor.”  Incorporation 
of a memory reset via eye muscle corrections of all primary steps within the survival systems are 
utilized for the remaining steps.  Because this immune system reset is energetic and essentially a 
neurological memory, a focused awareness by touching the primary reflex for each step in the 
protocols outlined below is essential.  It is imperative to focus ones energetic awareness without any 
distraction on every step and thus it behooves the practitioner to periodically re-check all steps.  Steps 
are serial in nature and errors or omissions will neutralize all benefits!
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